The intensity weighted mean over the nuclear quadrupole hyperfine structure multiplet of a molecular rotational transition yields, to first order, the "undisturbed" rotational transition frequency. This fact may serve to effectively separate the two interrelated problems of calculating the rotational constants of the molecule from the "undisturbed" frequencies and the nuclear quadrupole coupling parameters from the multiplet splitting patterns.
The majority of molecules have no electronic angular momentum. If any hyperfine structure of rotational levels is observed, it is therefore prominently 1 due to the interaction between a nuclear quadrupole moment and the gradient of the electrical field produced at this nuclear position by the remaining molecular charges. This interaction causes the respective nuclear spin I and the molecular rotation J to couple to a resultant F. An evaluation of the rotational spectrum in the microwave region including the hfs then yields besides the rotational constants of the molecule the nuclear quadrupole coupling parameters.
It is the purpose of this paper to call the attention to a property of the interaction energy which holds in first order and facilitates the task of finding correct rotational constants from a rotational spectrum split by hfs, yet does not appear to have been utilized before in this branch of spectroscopy.
1st Order Interaction Energy
Let H = Hr + HQ be the total Hamiltonian of the rotating molecule including an interaction HQ of the above considered type. We shall assume in this paper that only a single quadrupolar nucleus exists. 
of two commuting irreducible tensor operators 3 of rank k. The space on which V operates is characterized by the eigenstates of the complete set of commuting observables J 2 , the space-fixed component Jz of J, and the rigid-rotor energy HT, whereas Q operates on the space pertaining to the observables 
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The curly bracket is a Wigner 6-j symbol, followed by the reduced matrix elements of the tensors V^ and In the specific case of nuclear quadrupole coupling to molecular rotation k is two and 6 (5) VW and Q( k ) for nuclear quadrupole coupling are defined in terms of spherical harmonics. 4 
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The reduced matrix element of the nuclear quadrupole moment tensor Q (2 ) may be evaluated by means of the Wigner-Eckart theorem to give 7
QQ 2^ signifies the zero standard component of the tensor Q®, the large bracket denotes a Wigner 3-j symbol, the abbreviation Q is generally referred to as the "nuclear quadrupole moment 8 ". Likewise we may obtain for the reduced matrix element of the field gradient tensor
<jjT is essentially the field gradient component along the direction of J. For the general asymmetric top it may be expressed as 9 gjr = (7 + 1) (2 7 + 3) 9 a, b, c where the (d 2 V/dg 2 ) 0 are the (constant) components of the electrical field gradient tensor taken along directions parallel to the principal axes of inertia at the nuclear position, and the (Jg 2 )jr the expectation values of the squares of the angular momentum components depending on the specific rotational state Jx and on the inertial asymmetry parameter x of the molecule 9 . With 10
we finally arrive at the familiar first-order interaction energy formula 11-15 (ID
Relative Multiplet Line Strengths
Let P® be an /-rank irreducible tensor operator of the system considered with the standard components Pq iV> which interacts with an external radiation field thereby producing transitions of the system. P® shall operate on the same space as here the space of the commuting observables J 2 , Jz , HT [eigenvalues 7(7+1), My, When this space is isolated the line strength of a transition 7 T -> ]' x has been defined as 16 
This equation contains the Ornstein-Burger-Dorgelo sum rule 20 . Summing further over the initial states F from | 7 -/ j to 7 + 7 one obtains the total line strength in the multiplet
a result to be expected in view of the 2 / + 1 multiplicity of each level 7T in the limit of vanishing coupling in the combined spaces of V^ and Q^. The relative line strength of a multiplet component is therefore
It is obviously independent of x and x . In our particular case is the permanent electrical dipole moment tensor of the molecule, and I equals one (vector). The components of this tensor may be chosen as
where the &>Gg (G = X, Y, Z; g = a, b, c) denote the direction cosine operators between the space-fixed (G) and the body-fixed (g) reference frames. They form for each g a first-rank irreducible tensor operator 3V 1 ). The jug are the (constant) components of the dipole moment resolved along the body-fixed directions g. Since, as a consequence of the selection rules, any particular rotational transition 7 x 7' x is produced by only one component /JLg it is customary to take as the line strength of a rotational transition the quantity 21
rather than (12) and denote g explicitly. coupled representation does not change, we obtain in our case Eq. (16) with / = 1 for the relative line strength of the individual component FF* of the nuclear quadrupole hfs multiplet for a rotational transition 7 -> 7 . This quantity is independent also of g and has been tabulated 14 .
Intensity Weighted Mean over a hfs Multiplet
The energy is to first order (in frequency units), Eq. (3),
W {] x 1F) =WT(J x) + WQ (J X IF)
and the transition frequency of an individual hfs component is given by
where vT is the transition frequency if no hfs were present. Weighting each hfs component by its relative line strength s and summing over all components of a multiplet one obtains, since 2 s = 1,
FF'
Both sums of the right hand member of the equation may be shown to vanish. We have from (4) and (16), leaving k and I yet unspecified,
The sum over F' yields (2 7 + 1) -1 which is independent of F and has been used before, (14) . The sum over F may be evaluated utilizing the orthogonality property of the 6-j symbols 22 to give (5^0 "|/(2 7+ 1) (2 7+ 1) which vanishes since in our case k equals two 23 . Interchanging J x F and /' x F' to obtain the remaining sum one arrives at the corresponding result. We therefore have the following simple statement
£v(J x IF, J' x' IF') • s{] I F,r IF') =vT(J t,J't') .
FF'
The line strength weighted mean over the multiplet frequencies yields, to first order, the "undisturbed" frequency of the particular transition. This statement is indeed a familiar one in other branches of spectroscopy. It is a consequence of the fact that the firstorder perturbation energies of an operator of type (2) when multiplied by the respective space degeneracy factors 2F+1, in (22) supplied by the existence of the sum rule (14), add up to zero. The result does not depend on k as long as this is nonvanishing nor on I. It applies for example to the spin-orbit coupling (LS) of atomic spectroscopy. We could, however, find no record of Eq. (22) having been previously used in rotational spectroscopy to effectively separate the two problems of calculating the rotational constants of the molecule as well as the quadrupole coupling parameters from a spectrum.
The "undisturbed" rotational transition frequencies are the ones that must be included in a leastsquares determination of the rotational constants. Computer programs written for the analysis of a rotational spectrum complicated by nuclear quadrupole hfs make use of iterative procedures because, in order to calculate the %gg from the hfs splitting patterns, the (Jg 2 )jr must be known which depend
